Your Kritters are in despair - they have no colour!! Collect as many Kritters as you can, and gather a Mixing
Bowl and a Paintbrush for each of the primary colours to fill your Kritters with life.

Components: 126 cards

Setup
1. Give each player a set of 6 Start Cards
(with identical Kritters).
○ Remove the remaining Start Cards.
○ Each player shuffles their cards and
makes a face down Player Deck.
2. Sort the Item Cards by type: Magic Wands,
Mixing Bowls and Paintbrushes.
○ The number of cards with Mixing Bowls
and Paintbrushes to use varies based
on player count (see below).
○ Shuffle each pile and make one face up
draw pile for each type of Item Card.
3. Shuffle the Kritter Cards and make a face
down draw pile called the Kritter Deck.
○ Draw 4 Kritter Cards and place them
face up to make the Kritter Market.

Number of Item Cards to use for fewer than 6 players:
5 players:
11 Mixing Bowls and 6 Paintbrushes
4 players:
9 Mixing Bowls and 5 Paintbrushes
3 players:
7 Mixing Bowls and 4 Paintbrushes
2 players:
4 Mixing Bowls and 3 Paintbrushes

Gameplay
The youngest player chooses the starting player,
and then play proceeds to the left. On your turn,
perform the following actions, in order:

1. Draw
Draw 3 cards from your Player Deck and place
them face up in front of you. For each card you
draw with a “+1” ability, draw another card.

2. Buy

The main and additional colour splotches on a card
can be used for purchasing new cards.

You must buy exactly 1 of the face up cards in
the market, if you can. Choose between the top
cards on the 3 draw piles with Item Cards and the
4 Kritter Cards in the Kritter Market.
In order to buy a card, you must match its price (in
the banner at the bottom) with colour splotches
(in the top left corners) of the cards you just drew.
●

Wild colour splotches count as any colour.

●

Use Magic Wands to change colours.

●

Combine splotches of two primary colours to
buy Point Kritters with secondary colours
for extra points.

If you cannot buy any of the Kritter Cards, move
all 4 Kritter Cards from the Kritter Market to the
bottom of the Kritter Deck (without shuffling).
Then draw 4 new Kritter Cards from the top of the
Kritter Deck to refill the Kritter Market. If you are
still unable to buy any card, you must pass.

Item cards

Use a Magic Wand to change the colour of all
splotches in one colour when buying cards (e.g.
change 4 splotches from Cyan to Yellow).

3. Discard
Put the card you just bought face up into your
Discard Pile, along with all the cards you drew for
the round.
Whenever your Player Deck runs out, shuffle the
Discard Pile to form a new Player Deck.

4. Refill
Draw new card(s) from the Kritter Deck to refill the
Kritter Market, so it contains 4 Kritter Cards.

Use a Mixing Bowl with your Kritter Cards in
either Cyan, Magenta or Yellow. Each card in this
colour is worth 1 point.
Use a Paintbrush with your Kritter Cards in either
Cyan, Magenta or Yellow. Each card in this colour
is worth 1 point.
If you use both a Mixing Bowl and a Paintbrush
with the same colour, each card is worth 2 points.

Game End
The last round of the game happens when:
●
or
●

A player draws the last Mixing Bowl or Paintbrush so that both draw piles are empty.
A player draws the last Kritter Card so that the Kritter Deck is empty.

The last round continues until the last player (to the right of the starting player) has finished their turn.

Scoring
●

Sort your cards by type. Sort Kritter Cards by their
main colour: Cyan, Magenta or Yellow (top splotch).

●

Wild Kritters (with a wild colour top splotch) count
as any colour you like.

●

Item Cards have no point value by themselves.

●

Place one Mixing Bowl and/or one Paintbrush next
to the cards of one colour in order to score points.

●

Each card (not the total number of splotches!) i n a
colour is worth 1 point if you have a Mixing Bowl or
a Paintbrush, or 2 points if you have both.

●

A colour with no Mixing Bowl or P
 aintbrush scores
zero points.

●

Point Kritters score the points written on the card.

Scoring example (see illustration)
●

With 1 Mixing Bowl and 2 Paintbrushes, you can
score 2 points for each of the 6 cards in Magenta
and 1 point for each of the 4 cards in Yellow. You’ll
get zero points for Cyan.

●

Add 7 points for the Point Kritters in
secondary colours, for a total of 23
points.

Optional Game Variants
Try one or more of the following alternative rules:
●

You may buy up to 2 cards in each round (instead of 1). Recommended for 2-3 players.

●

If you get points for all 3 colours (usually because you have 3 Mixing Bowls), you will get 2
 points per
card in the colour with the lowest number of cards.

Junior
●

Set up as in the standard game, but without Mixing Bowls and Paintbrushes. You may include Magic
Wands.

●

Score 5 points for each set of 3 Kritter Cards with different primary colours.

●

You get extra points for the Point Kritters in secondary colours, just as in the standard game.

Solitaire
Setup
Follow the standard setup for Start Cards and Magic Wands. Turn the Mixing Bowl and Paintbrush draw
piles face down and shuffle again. Remove 3 Mixing Bowls and 1 Paintbrush from the game without
looking at them.
Split the Kritter Deck into 3 roughly equal parts, face down on the table. Set aside one part. Add 2 Mixing
Bowls and 1 Paintbrush to each of the two remaining parts of the Kritter Deck. Shuffle each part and then
stack them on top of each other, face down. Stack the third part (without Mixing Bowls or Paintbrushes) on
top of that again, to form a modified Kritter Deck for the solitaire game. Then proceed as usual and draw 4
Kritter Cards to form the Kritter Market. Flip the remaining 5 Mixing Bowls and 3 Paintbrushes face up to
form separate draw piles.

Gameplay
Carry out action 1-4 as in the standard game. Then, perform the following additional actions:

5. Remove Mixing Bowls/Paintbrushes
If a Mixing Bowl or Paintbrush came up when you refilled the Kritter Market, remove this card from the
game, and also remove the top card (if any) from the Mixing Bowl or Paintbrush pile, respectively.

6. Reduce Kritter Deck
Remove the top card of the Kritter Deck from the game. If this card is a Mixing Bowl or Paintbrush, do as in
action 5.

Game End and Scoring
This works exactly the same way as in the standard rules. Make a note of your score and try to do better in
your next game!

Optional Solitaire Variant
Place 6 Kritter Cards in the Kritter Market (instead of 4). In action 6, remove the rightmost card in the
Kritter market (instead of the top card of the Kritter Deck). Then slide all cards to the right and refill the
Kritter Market from the left.
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